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Press Text 
 
“Tradition is not the worship of ashes, but the preservation of fire!” The musicians of 
Satuo have spent the last ten years searching for inspiration in different musical styles 
from all over the world in order to enrich their compositions and multilingual lyrics with 
that special “spice” they need to create their own authentic and individual songs. The 
ingredients for their music might come from (finnish) Tango, Bluegrass, Chanson, Hip 
Hop or any other genre that comes to mind and one should always expect the 
unexpected when this band decides to interpret a song with their unique approach. The 
voice of Finnish front singer Laura Korhonen, over 150 gigs all over Europe and the 
warm acoustic sound of Satuo’s Arrangements create their consistent sound. 
The members of the band come from Finland, Austria and Italy and normally work in 
different musical projects (as diverse as classical music, jazz, punkrock or brassbands), 
which makes the outcome of their cooperation even more colorful. A strong bond of 
friendship between all the musicians turns every show into an emotional experience 
that leaves no one untouched. Together they have mastered many obstacles, the most 
challenging setback being Laura Korhonen turning deaf in autumn 2018. The cause for 
her hearing loss could never be found but after several operations and hard years of 
training she now is the first singer worldwide, that comes back to stage using modern 
implant technology instead of her natural ears.  
This makes the comeback of the group for their 10-years anniversary even more 
spectacular – don’t miss this comeback! 
 
Teaser: 
Satuo play ‘alternative Folk’, their songs draw the inspiration from musical styles all 
around the world. For their 10-year anniversary they come back to stage with new 
songs and the best tracks from their past three studio albums. Expect a colorful journey 
in which folk, songwriting, chanson, bluegrass, jazz and tango unite!  
 
“Satuos folk-music has its very own language, expressed with great musical variety in a 
very independent and also incredibly nonchalant way.” - Michael Ternai of Music Austria 

 
 
Musikvideos and Music 
 
Satuos Live Video Playlist:  SatuoPlaylist  
Musik:    SatuoMedia  
 
Line-Up 
 
From next year on we are playing with the following line-up: 
 
Laura Korhonen: Voice, Piano, Melodika 
Aron Saringer: Guitar, Voice 
Fabian Baumgartner: Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar 
Raphaela Fries: Drums, Percussion 
Walter Walterson: Bass 
Georg Haider: Piano, Guitar, Bass 
  

http://bit.ly/SatuoPlaylist
http://bit.ly/SatuoMedia
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Reviews 
Review for the Album “Earned” DE    satuomica   
„LIVE experience“ Review with photos DE  concert-review-satuo 
Folking Club Review EN     satuofolking  
 
Interview 
Interview with Aron and Fabian for „Earned“   satuo_mica  
Radio Interview at Ö1 Leporello     leporello_satuo  
Interview with Laura Korhonen     interview_satuo_laura  
 
 
Download/Shop 
Official Satuo Online Shop   store.satuo.at 
The Album „EARNED“ at SPOTIFY  satuo_earned  
 
 
Online and Social Media 
Homepage  satuo.at 
Youtube  yt.com/duosatuo  
Facebook  fb.com/satuomusic 
Instagram  instagram.com/satuomusicofficial/  
 
 
Pressefotos 
Photos in print quality Satuo Band Picture PRINT (Foto: mattobserve.com)  
Photos in WEB quality Satuo Band Picture Web (Foto: mattobserve.com) 
 
 
Contact 
Satuo Office - Aron Saringer 
Pirkenreith 3 
3911 Rappottenstein 
0043(0)650/5939468 
office@satuo.at 
www.satuo.at 
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